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And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article, information complimentary every Thursday:
(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. I’m going to get a little bit deeper into the channel for this particular Spirituality Article so
the energy is going to be strong. This particular week marks Pluto going direct, of course in the
sign of Capricorn because it’s in the sign of Capricorn until the year 2023. It’s been retrograde
since April 17.

Now Pluto has a very strong impact upon justice and financial equality, spiritual recognition and
equality. It sort of levels the playing field. So in this sign it brings about justice where there’s been
an injustice. So there’s been quite a long process preparing for this to have things flush to the
surface, like truth about certain places or people or whatever it might be, all being flushed to the
surface for rectification.
Now this is on a very strenuous last part of September during the Mercury retrograde, with the Fall
Equinox, the Yom Kippur, the last of the four Blood Moons on the eve when Sukkot begins. And all
of that kind of happening at once is very, very strenuous. It literally causes a lot of upheaval.
So what I want to suggest is implore Pluto to be your ally. Literally just say “Pluto is my ally. I
stand strong with Pluto now.” And really work with that vibratory pattern and then inwardly if you
have injustices against yourself, those are going to be flushed out as well or if others are treating
you unjustly or vice versa, those will be flushed out as well. So I would suggest that you work
spiritually on evening out the playing field. Seeing everything on kind of equal terms. And see if
that doesn’t help smoothening out things for you a bit.
Now the Mercury retrograde is one of the humdingers and it will go on about three weeks and then
it lets up but I’m going to say it’s going to take a little bit longer. So pretty much into mid October
so there is going to be difficulties with communications and just double triple check what is going
on at any given moment just to make sure. It will go formally direct on October 9 but expect
another five to seven days of muddled communication.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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